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ABSTRACT

With exponential adoption of mobile devices, consumers increasingly use them for shopping. There is a need to understand the gender differences in mobile consumer behavior. This study used mobile eye tracking technology and mixed-method approach to analyze and compare how male and female mobile fashion consumers browse and shop on smartphones. Mobile eye tracking glasses recorded fashion consumers’ shopping experiences using smartphones for browsing and shopping on the actual fashion retailer’s website. 14 participants successfully completed this study, half of them were males and half females. Two different data analysis approaches were employed, namely a novel framework of the shopping journey, and semantic gaze mapping with 31 Areas of Interest (AOI) representing the elements of the shopping journey. The results showed that male and female users exhibited significantly different behavior patterns, which have implications for mobile website design and fashion m-retail. The shopping journey map framework proves useful for further application in market research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid adoption of mobile devices for shopping and growth of e-commerce, companies’ website design becomes exceptionally crucial to attract and retain customers [Vera et al. 2017]. The companies need to focus on the process-tracing research on consumer decision-making [Shi et al. 2013; Zuschke 2019] and how consumers interact with dynamic stimuli such as websites or mobile apps [Schall 2016; Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2020; Tupikovskaja-Omovie et al. 2015; Wedel 2013]. User experience (UX) is a form of user research which attracts practitioners and academics alike, but the development of UX evaluation methods is an emerging area of research requiring a mixed-methods approach, triangulation of multiple datasets [Hussain et al. 2018; Pfeiffer et al. 2016] and novel techniques of visual analysis of eye tracking data [Burch 2019; Eraslan et al. 2016; Kurzhals et al. 2016]. Researchers investigated how eye gaze behavior correlates with acceptance and perception, and perceived usefulness is linked to fixation duration [Tzaflikou and Protogerou 2017]. We selected eye tracking technology as it is the most suitable data gathering method in order to understand what fashion consumers actually do on smartphones and why. In this research, we documented the following three areas: eye tracking actual fashion mobile website on smartphone, tracking the whole shopping process through from initial search to the payment, and comparing male and female users’ interaction with real smartphones.

2 BACKGROUND LITERATURE

2.1 Eye Tracking Research in e-Commerce

The use of mobile devices in stores can lead to increased purchases [Grewal et al. 2018], and eye tracking technology offers researchers an objective tool for data gathering about visual consumer behavior [King et al. 2019]. In order to analyze user experiences on mobile websites and apps, the settings of eye tracking experiments need to be designed in the most natural and least interrupting way. Often, the stimuli used for the experiments is overly manipulated and not dynamic as it is online or in-store [Huddleston et al. 2015]. Research with fashion websites [Guo et al. 2015] and groceries shopping online [Benn et al. 2015] tracked the shopping process excluding payment. Past studies used eye tracking to analyze the differences in behavior on different size screens [Kim et al. 2015; Tonkin et al. 2011] and the influence of the model’s smile on consumers’ attention and purchase intention [Wang et al. 2017]. Visual attention influences consumer evaluations of the product or service [Ladeira et al. 2019] and marketing ads online [Ahn et al. 2018; Chang and Chen 2017; Kaspar et al. 2019; Kong et al. 2019; Pfiffelmann et al. 2019]. Eye tracking technology has been used to capture
user eye movements and attention to web design elements and images on e-commerce websites [Haesner et al. 2018; Jahanian et al. 2018; Lamberz and Litfin 2018; Sari et al. 2015; Vidyapu et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2014]. Eye tracking studies focusing on e-commerce search behaviour, especially mobile commerce, are limited [Ahn et al. 2018; Cortinas et al. 2019a,b; Hautala et al. 2018; Huddleston et al. 2018; Kessler and Zillich 2019]. Some eye tracking studies analyzed the effect of the background of a product image on consumer attention [Wang et al. 2019] and how consumers attend to and process reviews online [Fu et al. 2020; Maslowska et al. 2020].

2.2 Gender in Eye Tracking Research

The evidence suggests that users’ personal characteristics have an impact on the information processing, attention and user behavior [Toker et al. 2013]. Previous eye tracking studies identified that certain personal characteristics of the participants can influence how these participants view stimuli, namely comparison of younger and older users [Bergstrom et al. 2013], older adults with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and without MCI [Haesner et al. 2018]. Past research studies suggest that there are potential differences in performance while navigating websites among users from different demographic groups [Bergstrom et al. 2013; Djamashi et al. 2011]. Gender differences have been attracting researchers from various domains. Eye tracking technology used to analyze gender differences uncovered differences in gaze patterns in relation to viewing body of men and women [Hewig et al. 2008], solving text-and-diagram science problems [Huang and Chen 2016], passive indoor picture viewing [Abdi Sargezeh et al. 2019], visual attention and shopping attitudes online [Hwang and Lee 2018]. A number of studies investigating mobile device usage is limited, and often the users are presented with manipulated screens [Jeske et al. 2016] rather than original live digital platforms on their smartphones [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2019; Tupikovskaja-Omovie et al. 2015; Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2018]. Furthermore, majority of eye tracking studies investigated online visual attention and gaze behavior within the sample of the same gender, either males or females only [Huang 2018]. There is a gap in research comparing male and females browsing behavior on the actual fashion retailers’ websites accessed on smartphones. This study will analyze the gender differences in mobile consumer behavior using eye tracking technology with online stimuli from dynamic environments by tracking the actual shopping process online.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Settings

For this research mobile eye tracking technology was used to record fashion consumers’ behavior on smartphones while browsing and shopping on the fashion retailer’s website. In order to eliminate bias, we needed to ensure the same conditions for all participants during the data collection, all participants of this research study were given the same smartphone, iPhone 8, connected to the same Wi-Fi. A major retailer of fashion leisurewear was involved in this research, and is anonymized for the analysis. In this paper, this fashion leisurewear company is called the fashion retailer. Its current online business has over 310K unique users per year, and over 52 percent of them use smartphones to access the website.

The analysis of the fashion retailer’s customer database showed that the majority of the retailer’s customers use iPhones for shopping on their website. Therefore, participants were recruited and selected based on the following criteria: own an iPhone and have experience shopping on smartphones on the fashion retailer’s website. When selecting participants for this research study, it was important to recruit all participants with the same level of prior experience using smartphones for shopping and familiarity with the fashion retailer’ website [Chrobot 2014]. A total of 14 participants successfully completed this study, aged 18 to 34 years old. All the participants of this study have gone through the pre-screening process with questions about the gender. Half of them identified themselves as males, and 50 percent as females. The gender remains one of the major categorisation factor in the fashion industry. This paper selected the participants of the two groups, mainly those who identified themselves as males or females. This gender variable was used to group the data about each gender group for analysis. All of these participants were working adults and they were given a promotional voucher code for the retailer’s website as an incentive to join this study. SMI Eye Tracking Gasses 2.0 with smartphone-based recorder by SensoMotoric Instruments were used for this research, and SMI BeGaze 3.7 software was used to extract the data files for analysis and processing. All the participants used the same smartphone to access the fashion retailer’s website to browse and purchase up to 2 items within the set budget of £55 (max). For the purpose of this research, a natural and an unobtrusive interaction was required to create the shopping environment similar to the participants own shopping interaction. Therefore, the users of this research were allowed to browse freely any parts of the fashion retailer’s website as they would normally do on their own. The researchers provided all participants with the checkout details, including the bank card to make payments. This ensured the security of personal information of our participants as well as allowing to track the whole shopping process from entering the website to completing the transaction.

3.2 Data Analysis

The analysis of mobile eye tracking data gathered using eye tracking glasses still remains challenging [Vansteenkiste et al. 2013] because data files produced are dynamic visualizations in a form of video files [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2018]. Instead of mapping of gaze data to a web page representation, it is proposed to identify fixed elements on web pages and combine user viewport screenshots in relation to fixed elements for an enhanced representation of the page [Menges et al. 2018]. However, this method might be problematic for actual live websites or mobile apps research when users interact with smartphones. The fashion retailer’s website used for this research study has over 14,300 pages indexed on Google. Therefore, there is a vast diversity in the number and combination of web pages the participants can visit, and it is important to consider all elements of web pages visited by users [Eraslan et al. 2016]. Previous research highlights the need for an alternative method of mobile user behavior research. Therefore, a mixed-method approach was employed for this research study in order to compare data sets aggregated from eye tracking experiments for the best application
in market research. This paper makes use of Semantic Gaze Mapping (SGM) in combination with Areas of Interest (AOI) [Blascheck et al. 2016] and shopping journeys [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2018] as means to analyze and compare mobile consumers’ behavior on the fashion retailer’s website using smartphones.

In order to overcome these challenges along the traditional alternative eye tracking data analysis method was employed based on the concept of shopping journeys [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2018]. This method helps to identify elements of the website used by the participants including areas users have looked at without clicking on anything. Using the shopping journeys framework, individual shopping journeys were developed for each participant based on scan path video files from the eye tracking experiments. This method allowed to count total number of steps and numbers of steps on separate stages of the shopping journey (Fig. 1).

The more traditional eye tracking data analysis method employed SGM with the AOIs that resemble the elements of the shopping journey for easier market research analysis and application. The SGM is the process of annotating eye gaze data onto the reference image with allocated areas of interest. This process was conducted using SMI BeGaze 3.7 software by manually mapping fixations into according AOIs going frame by frame through the whole video recording of the eye tracking experiment. The SGM is a time consuming process requiring precision in execution. The SGM reference image (Fig. 4) was created to reflect the major elements of the fashion retailer’s website similar to the shopping journey framework which can be used to cluster eye tracking participants based on the elements used during the shopping journey [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2020].
The following datasets were used to compare males and females using the fashion retailer’s website on smartphones: the shopping journeys, the average number of steps during different stages of the shopping journey, the elements used during the shopping journeys, fixation count, revisits and the average fixation. Therefore, two major stages of data analysis are presented as follow: analysis of the data obtained through analysis of the shopping journeys and analysis of the data obtained through SGM.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Males vs Females: Findings based on Shopping Journeys Analysis

The shopping journeys concept for eye tracking data analysis can be used as means to analyze the user behavior differences on mobile apps and websites [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2018] and to cluster users based on the common patterns of these shopping journeys [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2020]. This analysis of the findings involves counting numbers of steps on five different stages of the shopping journey (Fig. 1), namely home page, refining activities, browsing, product page and checkout stages (Fig. 2).

The comparison of the average numbers of steps between males and females showed that females conducted more steps than males overall and during the browsing stage of the shopping journey. Male users made on average 33 steps at the browsing stage and females 40 steps. Whereby, it took more steps for male participants than female to complete the checkout stage (Fig. 2). It was interesting to note that male consumers visited more product pages than females, with 4 product pages on average visited by males compared to 3 by females. In regards to other variables, males and females were similar. Therefore, there is a need to compare what elements of the website were mainly used by males and females.

When analyzing the results of comparison of the elements of the website used during the shopping journey, males and females exhibited more significant differences (Fig. 3). Half of female users change the way products are displayed in the search results, 3 out of 7 females prefer the ‘view all’ option to viewing ‘page by page’ as in the default website mode. Whereby males did not make use of ‘view all’, but clicked through the search results pages in ‘page by page’ manner. Some categories had more than 13 pages of search results, and males who wanted to examine all products of that category have gone through all pages and then back until selecting the right product. The majority of both male and female participants have explored the ‘home’ page of the website, accounting for 6 out of 7 males and all females. This shows that mobile consumers might expect to find some attention capturing or promotional features on the home page. Furthermore, the majority of both groups used ‘filter’ option when browsing, accounting for 5 out of 7 males and the same number of females. The common use of ‘filter’ option suggests that mobile users are more time conscious and goal-oriented, they wish to find products matching their needs quicker. On product pages, 5 out of 7 participants of both groups viewed photos of the products, and about the third of each group spent time reading product ‘details’ and description.

However, when looking at the product photos, more females than males used the ‘zoom’ option and read product ‘reviews’. The most significant differences between male and female mobile consumers were found in regards to the use of the ‘size guide’. The majority of females checked the ‘size guide’ before selecting the size for their purchase, accounting for 5 out of 7 users. However, only one male participant has checked the ‘size guide’. Whereby, the majority of males, 5 out of 7 participants, have checked the ‘suggestions’ on the product pages. The third of them have ‘clicked on the suggested product’, expecting to see the product similar to the one they were viewing. Only the third of females looked at the suggested products, with only 2 out of 7 female users, and none of the females have clicked on any suggestions.

To summarize, the analysis of the shopping journey can reveal the clear browsing differences when comparing groups of users [Tupikovskaja-Omovie and Tyler 2020], males and females in this case. The most informative dataset was based on the elements of the website the participants used during their shopping journeys (Fig. 3).

4.2 Males vs Females: Findings based on SGM and AOIs Analysis

A number of parameters can be extracted using SGM about AOIs, namely sequence, dwell time, hit ratio, revisits, average fixation, first fixation and fixation count. Taking into account that the fashion retailer’s website has over 14,300 pages, and the participants of this study had a freedom to browse any parts of the website, just the way they would normally do on their own. Therefore, certain data parameters were dismissed, as these would not reflect the complexity of shopping behavior of live website.

Firstly, there was the need to compare the fixation count between males and females, as the number of fixations shows the amount of information a consumer extracts from visual stimuli.
Therefore, the comparison of the fixation count between males and females was conducted (Fig. 5). The highest fixation count was observed on AOI E3, which is the actual checkout process (Fig. 4). E3 involves typing users’ contact details and selecting the delivery information. Although, in real shopping involvement these users might have saved their contact details on the retailer’s website, this study was designed in the way that all participants needed to enter all contact details as a ‘new’ customer. This allowed to test how easy and usable is the checkout stage of the website. It can be seen that during the checkout users extract the highest amount of information as it requires a lot of their attention. Female participants exhibited 544 fixation counts on AOI of the checkout related activities, with 419 males retrospectively. This suggests that females extracted more information during the checkout than males. Other AOIs which captured mobile users’ attention are the product photos in the search results with 141 fixation counts for males and 137 for female users. The payment stage of the checkout process AOI showed higher fixation count among females than males, with 152 and 134 for females and males respectively. The fixation count on B1 AOI for the filtering options showed the average fixation count of 94 among females compared with 58 for males, suggesting that females focused their attention more on the features of the filtering options in selecting the most appropriate combination in order to find the most suitable product quicker. In regards to the product photos on the product pages, both males and females had similar average fixation count, with 70 and 64 among males and females respectively. It is surprising how much attention went to ‘look into void’ while waiting for some pages to load, on average male users’ fixation count on ‘loading’ AOI was 146 and 173 for females. This amount of attention could be diverted to the promotions or related products, but it is potentially lost on waiting for pages or products to load.

This study is mainly interested to compare males with females, and identify whether mobile consumers are similar or different in their shopping and browsing behavior. The similarities were identified in relation to the fixation count on the following elements of the shopping journey: viewing promotions on the home page, using menu and categories, sorting option, looking at the product photos in the search results and the product pages.

While browsing, females fixated more times on the filtering options, with the average fixation count of 94 compared to 58 among females and males respectively. Female consumers exhibited higher average fixation count on AOI related to ‘view all’, accounting for 10 against 1.9 among females versus males. The AOI of product reviews’ rating in the search results showed that females extracted more information from product ratings than males, accounting for 31 and 19 fixation counts among females and males respectively. On the product pages, females mostly fixated on the ‘size guide’, accounting for average fixation count of 45 for females versus only 7 for males. Females seemed to be more concerned at the...
The products’ price in both the search results and the product pages attracted more attention of male consumers (Fig. 5), accounting for average fixation count of 40 for males versus 24 for females. They fixated more on categories, product photos, product title and page numbers in the search results. On the product pages, male users fixated mostly on product details, with fixation count of 45 among males compared to only 21 among females. Male users exhibited higher average fixation count on AOI of ‘suggestions’, accounting for 27 and 10 among males and females respectively. Other AOIs with higher fixation count than females were related to product photos and product reviews. Male consumers also reviewed the basket contents more carefully than females, accounting for fixation count of 94 versus 71 for males and females respectively.

Although, the fixation count shows the users’ visual attention, it was needed to compare these users’ revisits to all AOIs of this study. The data about the revisits might reveal which AOIs were more routinely gazed on (Fig. 6). The highest number of the revisits were related to the AOIs of the ‘search results elements’ of the browsing stage of the shopping journey, accounting for 55 and 44 average revisits to product photos, 34 and 28 revisits to product title, 27 and 16 to product price, and 16 and 17 to product reviews among males and females respectively. During this browsing stage users were looking for the right products to purchase, and it is not surprising that elements of the browsing stage of the shopping journey attracted the highest number of revisits to AOIs. Most strikingly, male users have made higher number of revisits to almost all AOIs than females.

Taking into account that the participants have gazed on 31 AOIs during the eye tracking experiments, it was interesting to evaluate which of these AOIs received the highest average fixations (Fig. 7). The comparison between males and females in regards to the average fixation on each AOI was conducted. Female users fixated longer than male users on a number of AOIs, namely the ‘zoom’ of the product photos, accounting for 412 ms among females compared to 53 ms by males. The average fixation duration on the ‘size guide’ was more than 6 times longer among females than males, accounting for 225 ms and 35 ms respectively. Females and males fixated the longest on the ‘basket’ AOI, accounting for 543 ms and 396 ms on average among females and males. Whereby, male group of consumers fixated longer than females on the page numbers within the search results, the product price, selecting size and adding to the basket. Interestingly, male consumers fixated longer on the AOI of ‘editing the basket’, accounting for 156 ms on average among males compared to 70 ms among females. This finding is linked to the data about the average number of steps of the shopping journey (Fig. 2) about the number of products added to the basket. It is apparent, indeed, that 2 out of 7 males have added the same product to the basket twice. Having these distinct datasets in parallel, based on shopping journey analysis and on SGM and AOI analysis, can help in explaining certain behaviour differences between males and females when shopping for fashion products on smartphones.

The analysis of SGM data about the selected AOIs showed that, indeed, male and female mobile fashion consumers exhibit diverse browsing and shopping patterns on smartphones. Further to shopping journeys’ data analysis, SGM provided knowledge about eye gaze data in relation to AOIs of this study. These findings are in agreement with most of the findings of shopping journey maps analysis (Section 4.1.), and allowed to analyze not only the browsing behavior of mobile fashion consumers, but also the search behavior and detailed inspection of the product pages. The findings of this study make practical and intellectual contribution to the area of consumer behavior and design of websites with the reference to gender impact on mobile shopping behavior differences.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The data analysis showed that in relation to a number of parameters, namely viewing the product photos and overall search related activities, both male and female consumers tend to revisit the AOIs specifically linked to the search results elements much more than any other elements. This closely links with the previous research suggesting that consumers spend more time assessing purchase options than the actual purchase process [Cortinas et al. 2019a]. The web pages of a low-complexity [Liu et al. 2019] and with concise designs [Hsu et al. 2018] attract users’ attention more, and consumers shift their attention between brand, price and visual information about the products shown within the search results, with image information being the most important [Cortinas et al. 2019b]. Past research found that females inspect images faster than males [Abdi Sargezeh et al. 2019], in our research both males and females attended to the product photos in a similar way. Previous study suggested that females tend to attend visually to most elements of the website, compared with males who focused their attention on consumer opinion areas [Hwang and Lee 2018]. Current study found that in most cases females, indeed, placed more attention on the product reviews than males. Furthermore, males made use of the suggested products and product details far more than females. Although, the product related information on product pages is most important for consumers, some consumers spend time reading product reviews [Maslowska et al. 2020], which create a safety perception when shopping online [Fu et al. 2020]. The current study identified and highlighted some significant differences from previous studies, which might be explained by the use of mobile eye tracking technology with the live fashion retailer’s website on smartphones.

The gender differences identified in this study can be explained through the understanding of the products these users have viewed and purchased. Female fashion products, in this case leisurewear product, require more knowledge about the size as female body shape is different from males. Having in mind that fashion industry is gender focused, the fashion retailer in this study has products for both male and female consumers. The knowledge of the gender differences when shopping for leisurewear products on smartphones is crucial. This study was conducted with 14 participants, and the differences observed suggest that the understanding of the gender differences can be used to improve the UX of the fashion retailer’s website to offer satisfactory and personalised shopping experiences. This research provides a new insight to mobile consumer behaviour research with potential for further developments using other
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